Prod Meeting
Week 2

Start at 4:58

Missing People:
Board Ops –
  Maybe Danbee for lights. She can not do the first week, but could do second
  week.
  Rick Eyers may be able to do it as well.
Pakeesa –
  Brain has a possible lead, but hasn’t heard back from her. She is from Pakistan.
Yuri still needs to talk to her and talk to Yuri.
  We have opened it up to outside of the campus. Mike’s Cousins may be able to
  help.

Rehearsal times are flexible b/c it is the smallest part

Scheduling:
1st stumble through –
  Changing b/c people have to miss Fridays.
  Wednesday Evenings are good. Only day we have Brian Ross every day.
    Not ready by next Wednesday
Thursday 24th would be the first run through
Maybe something rough by next Thursday 17th prior to production meeting.
  Both days are stumble through
Thursday 24th would be the 2nd run through

Super Bowl – Tech is on that day.
  Dave wants to tech 10-5 so we can watch the game.
Mike is worried about losing a lot of morning work if we move earlier.
  Maybe start dry tech on Friday, after 6.
Start Tech on 2-5 w/ actors on Saturday.

Friday: 2-5 Final Run through
  6-10 Dry Tech
Saturday: 2-5, 6-10 Wet Tech, Cue to Cue
Sunday: Notes in morning
  Actors: 1-5 for Tech Run

Set:
All Platforms almost built. Just the one that needs to be fit.
  Put in next week or this weekend.
  Move Rehearsal to different room on Wednesday 16th for put in.

Need RRA or RRB
Meeting about light box for 7/11 needs to be scheduled.
Waiting for sample of transparent stuff for light box
Garage door may be a standard aluminum garage door, not roll up.
  Fake the roll, not too domestic please.
Try to strike curtains on Wednesday, or maybe later in the week.
Floor taped tomorrow.
Mike will send ground plane to SM’s

Props:
Have the list of props.
Left messages about phones were left, will call again tomorrow and will try other places (Verizon).
Have Cell phones
No Blackberry
4 cigarettes per show at least.
Need some packs of cigarettes – some one 18 please.
Cambridge says no combustion!!
   Maybe empty lighters for a spark, w/o flames
Have Coffee Servers
Rollerblades – Costumes issue
Beer – Bottles vs. Cans
   No alcoholic beer products??
   Do any of them come in cans?
   David would like Cans, b/c cheep beer.
   Some of both preferably
Question of cost
Type of Boom Box- ipod boombox /w ipod
Safety Gear for rollerblades – don’t need them.
Norman’s Broom- like the one we have
Drugs – go to MIT medical ask for blank labels
Dumpster status – Facilities said they had some we can use.

Costumes:
Taking pictures, waling around, shopping.
A lot of questions for David, and Actors.
   Will email David
What kind of musician is Pony??
   Talk to Peter(sound)
Just show as we get it in- no parade

Lights:
Were are we putting them (mercury and sodium fixtures)
   On the Walls??
   Out of sight
   Over the house
   Lighting positions, not scenic elements
Good on fluorescents for stores
Wants to balance the industrial w/ some artistic instruments.
   Play with the different layers
7/11 sign is not illuminated – maybe just a light box for the center square

Sound:
Massive response w/ bands – Harrison is your assistant now
5 bands interested
many covers that they are willing to give us
a lot of ranges
1 band on stage – maybe at intermission.
Band at back
Some expressed some interest, but not 6 days worth
Needs to be all or nothing
Idea stroke
Cover Suburbia and kiss off
Pony’s Music – couple of guys said they would help out
Get all covers done w/ in the next 2 weeks
All Music is MIT bands
Publicity:
Color Tabloid poster
Teaser – BW
Get ideas to Ashley
Tie it w/ the bands – get them in the teaser
Yuri:
MIT Server created
Turned into OCW site, designers should scan designs to website
Everyone needs to sign video release form
Tech sign up for 820
He is in charge of programs
Wants Bios

Finished at 6:03